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international flows into the Asian country at least a month before the release
of the official data.
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with an average deviation of less than 500 KBD.
Key takeaways:







Our estimates show China crude imports for January at 11.12 mmbbl/d,
an increase of 1.74 mmbbl/d or 18.22% than our estimate for
December
Official figures from Chinese Customs will be released on March 7 for
January and February combined
The bounce back reflects the arrivals under the 2021 quota scheme
and the ongoing economic recovery. In fact, Chinese refining intake
has remained above 14 mmbbl/d for eight consecutive months.
In another promising sign, designated storage for Shanghai INE futures
continues to fall and has now drawn nearly 6 mmbbl since the end of
2020
Figure 1 - China total crude imports
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We assess China’s January crude imports at 11.12 mmbbl/d, a monthly increase of 1.71 mmbbl/d
(18.22% MoM) from our December estimate, and a yearly increase of 594 KBD (5.64%) (Figure
2).
Figure 2 - China crude imports yearly growth
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As we anticipated last month, imports in January have rebounded substantially after the new
2021 import quotas kicked in, furthermore the level of loadings heading towards China remains
at high levels suggesting that demand will continue to be resilient (Figure 4). Media reports
suggest a high amount of VLCCs pointing at China1
Figure 3 - China total crude imports
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Figure 4 – Total exports heading towards China
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Higher prices and market structure in backwardation also contribute to the normalisation of
storage levels. Floating storage is now back at historical values (Figure 5). Similarly, INE
designated storage is now more than 22 mmbbl below the August high (Figures 6 and 7).
Figure 5 – Crude oil in stationary vessels in China
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Figure 6 – INE futures crude storage by grade

Source: INE, OilX Research

Figure 7 – INE futures crude storage by province

Source: INE, OilX Research
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The import breakdown by country shows flows from Saudi Arabia increasing by over 400 KBD
MoM (Figure 8). On a yearly basis, the largest rise comes from US grew the most with an
increase of more than 300 KBD.
Figure 8 – China crude imports, countries with the largest monthly changes
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Figure 9 – China crude imports, countries with the largest yearly changes
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Refining utilization rate for independent refiners increased from 69.1% to 69.5%, but remarkably
the overall national throughput has remained above 14 mmbbl/d for eight consecutive months
(Figure 10).
Figure 10 – China independent refineries utilization rate
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Figure 11 – China imports by mode of transport
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Figure 12 - China total crude imports by country
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Disclaimer
This document and the materials contained within it (this “Document”) are published by OilX Limited (“OilX”). The copyright and
other intellectual property rights in this Document remain the property of OilX or our licensors, as applicable. Where this Document
is provided to you under a written agreement between you and OilX (a “Contract”), the terms of that Contract will govern your use
of this Document. Nothing in this Document constitutes financial advice, advice regarding the value of the securities of any entity,
or a solicitation for the purchase or sale of any commodity or financial instrument. You and any other persons acting on any
information contained in this Document do so entirely at your own risk. OilX collects and uses data from various third-party sources
(“Third Parties”). A list of Third Parties used in the production of this Document can be obtained from research@oilx.co. The analysis
and opinions in this Document are those of OilX only, and do not, unless expressly stated otherwise, represent the views of any
Third Party. Except as set out in a Contract, and to the extent permitted by applicable law: (i) OilX provides no warranty in relation
to the accuracy or completeness of any part of this Document; and (ii) OilX hereby disclaims all liability to you or any third party for
any loss or damage whatsoever arising from the use of or reliance on any part of this Document. You may not, without OilX’s
express written consent: (i) reproduce this Document or any part of it (including by making electronic copies); or (ii) redistribute this
Document or any part of in any form to any person outside of your organisation. OilX reserves the right to modify the content of,
or withdraw from publication, any part of this Document at any time. All other rights of OilX in relation to this Document are expressly
reserved.
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